
1.  EEOC Case ID#: EE-FL-0049. 

 

2.  Docket number/Court of each of the related or consolidated cases: CV-01-07542 (S. D. 

FL.); CV-01-07089 (S. D. FL.). 

 

3.  Related or consolidated? Consolidated. 

 

4.  Docket entry # (or other location) where consolidation or relation appears: docket #21 in 

case #07542; docket entry #34 in case #07089. 

 

5.  Date of consolidation/relation? 1/23/2002. 

 

6.  Terms of the consolidation: For discovery and trial purposes. 

 

7.  For each case, who are the parties (include charging parties if EEOC is plaintiff) and 

what is the basic theory of the case? (e.g. sexual harassment, age discrimination) 

 

07542: plaintiff is EEOC; defendant is Federated Financial Services, Inc; intervenor defendant is 

Federated Financial Services, Inc.; theory- job discrimination (sex). 

 

07089: plaintiff is Beth Forry, EEOC; defendant is Federated Financial Services, Inc.; intervenor 

defendant is Federated Financial Services, Inc.; theory- job discrimination (sex). 

 

8.  Briefly describe the procedural history of each case prior to their being related or 

consolidated. 

 

07542: was filed by EEOC on 6/27/2001.  Case referred to mediation and scheduling orders 

entered. 

 

07089: was filed by Forry and EEOC on 9/28/2001.  Federated Financial filed a motion to 

dismiss retaliation claim and motion for a more definite statement. Federated Financial moved to 

consolidate cases. 

 

9.  After the cases were related/consolidated, what happened?  was one case designated the 

lead case and all subsequent activity appears on that case docket?  do both dockets contain 

lots of subsequent entries and if so, are they mostly or entirely duplicative, or do they 

indicate different types of activities in the two cases? 
 

07089 was made the lead case; after consolidation, no additional entries are included in 07542.   

 

In 07089, intervenors Busick, Fleek, Hoffman, Wilxoc entered the suit; discovery proceeded; 

cases referred to mediation; case reassigned to magistrate; discovery stayed for three weeks; 

Complaint against Federated Financial dismissed upon settlement on 7/28/2004; The parties 

entered into a consent decree on 8/5/2004. 

 


